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Waiting for Something to Believe in Since 1920

Volume 83, Number 16

Of i-Campus Living Comes Under Fire
Stephanie Riggsby
Staff Advisor

In an interesting turn of events
Wednesday, a number of oncampus juniors recievcd letters
telling them that they would not
be moving off campus next
semester.
Currendy scheduled after
press rime today is a protest
behind Lancaster.
Posters currently floating
around campus urge students to
"not sit back and let Longwood
screw us over!"
For the benefit of discussion,
an open forum has been immediately organized to discuss the
problem amongst concerned
students.
This forum, organized by
Bobbi Thibo, assistant editor of
The Rotunda, and Deanna
Martinez, members of the junior
class, who have taken it upon
themselves to get the event
organized.
^
Those invited to be members
of the panel include Laura

Bayless, Tim Pierson, Doug
Howell, all in administrative positions on campus.
Rick Chassey has been invited
to facilitate discussion between
the junior class and the panel.
Many of the questions that
juniors have include "why can't
some of the student dorms be
closed for renovation or other
purposes if there aren't enough
students to fill them?"
"Why read the manual if the
only requirement is the number
of credits that we [juniors eligible] have to have to live off campus?"
Their most pressing concern is
"where do we go from here?" for
those eligible juniors who had
planned on moving off campus
after the finish of the current
semester.
Thibo noted in her article entided "Caution! Look Before You
Sign that Lease!" in last
Thursday's edition of The Rotunda
that "although moving off campus is a very exciting step, there is
more to the process then just

finding an apartment and sigining
a lease...pay attention to the
signs... make sure you double
check your dates and times."
Notes made available by the
Housing Office to The Rotunda
reflect numbers that might in fact
shed light on the situation.
According to the document, 477
applications were submitted by
the deadline for consideration.
However,
the
document
reflects that due to the high volume, only 171 applications were
accepted for off-campus housing.
Consideration of applications
stopped after certain determinations were made, including senior
status, current Stanley Park residents, and the number of students that would be 23 by the
beginning of the falL^semester.
All students are urged to
attend the open forum on Friday.
Voice your concerns at 3:00 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom.
Members of The Rotunda staff
will be available to hear comments from all of the students
and staff involved.

What s Going on with the SGA
Kristen Casalenuovo
SGA Correspondent
The new term of student government started out with a retreat to
Richmond the weekend of the
January 23rd to get to know one
another and to develop individual
and group mission statements for
the upcoming semester.
Each person on the Senate
wrote out their own personal goals
and together everyone decided on
goals for the SGA as a whole.
Parking, publicity of SGA
events, constitution revisions, and
heightening the function of the
committees are a few of the specific issues that SGA will target this
semester.
Generally, the SGA wants to
become a stronger, closer group
that will run more efficiendy and
will stay open-minded.
Due to the inclement weather.

the first official meeting of the
SGA, scheduled for the 27th, was
cancelled.
President Alicia Moody called
an emergency meeting of the
Senate that Thursday in order to
take care of some important business issues: appointing a new
Executive Senator, committee
chairs, a Historian, and two new
Senators.
After being selected from a
pool of candidates at the retreat,
new Executive Senator, Daniel
Wray, was voted into office by the
Senate.
Executive Senator Wray is also
the freshman class President.
Together, he and the presidential
appointed Executive Senator,
Andy Peterson, will be the watchdogs of the Senate and the
Executive, ensuring that everyone
is fulfilling their duties.
The new Historian is Megan

Beazley, who was already in action
taking pictures at the retreat after
being sworn in at the Tuesday
meeting.
In the Treasurer's report,
Treasurer Jon Miller has been hard
at work auditing all the organizations. ,
He has appointed an unofficial
Vice Treasurer, Alecia Mullins, to
help him perform the audits. Miller
also announced the available funds
the SAFC has to allot this semester, which is approximately
$200,000.
There are $74, 778 available in
the accounting office right now
and there is an extra $124,000 waiting in the Treasury.
Finally, Miller proclaimed
February 28th an important date to
mark because all organizational
budgets are due.

See SGA p.4
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Catch the Spirit
Julie Pfeiffer
Public Relations Student Intern
Referred to by faculty as the
"Front Line" and to herself as
"The Longwood Mom," Kathy
Dunnavant has been with
Longwood's College of Business
and Economics (CBE) since July
1998.
She is the executive secretary
for the CBE and the friendly,
helpful face everyone turns to.
From band-aids to big dilemmas, Mrs. Dunnavant can do it
all. "She does more for the kids
than anyone," says CBE Dean
Wayne McWee.
"She also advances the spirit
of Longwood by uniting the faculty and helping with dilemmas
they may face."
Mrs. Dunnavant is a graduate
of Buckingham Central High
School.
Before coming to Longwood,
she worked for 22 years at the
Virginia Department of Forestry.
She has volunteered for the
Rescue Squad as a registered
Emergency Medical Technician
and for the Farmville Volunteer
Fire Department (FVD): Ladies
Auxiliary.
Mrs. Dunnavant attended
classes at Southside Virginia

Community College then transferred to Longwood.
She continues to take classes at
Longwood and enjoys communicating with students on that level.
Born just a few blocks from
longwood
at
Southside
Community Hospital, growing up
in the area and now a resident of
Cumberland
County,
Mrs.
Dunnavant has had plenty of time
to get to know local people.
She states, "At Longwood, she
knows some of the staff because
they are her friends from high
school."
She has known Rita Harris, in
the admission's office, since the
first grade.
Mrs. Dunnavant said, "We used
to sit at the same desk together."
Mrs. Dunnavant is proud of her
home life. She is the wife of
Stuart Dunnavant, Farmville's
chief of police.
"I think everything's cute about
Stuart," she says. "He's my teddy
bear and security."
She has two stepchildren, Stuart
Gregory and Lynn Daniels, and a
granddaughter, Aarica Daniels,
who she enjoys a great deal.
"Aarica loves Longwood.

See SPIRIT p.4
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An
Open
Letter:
I love this
school with
ali my heart
and all my
soul. I can
say that, and I can say it honesdy.
Why else would I be here, week
after week, writing, editing, and
fixing well-past midnight?
Why else would I have been
president of an organization?
Why else would I be on the executive boards to two other organizations? Why else would I live in
ARC (though, I must be honest, I
am not an Honors student)? Why
would I be out of my room for
fourteen hours at a clip between
classes, work, and activities?
I complain because I'm devoted. I complain because I want to
see change. I complain because I
can't do it alone. I complain

>

because I want to see you get off
your ass and join me.
Right now, I'm scared.
It has come to my attention
that some of my favorite organizations are under fire for various wrong doings.
Okay, fine.
With the newspaper, especially, I'm very used to people on
my case about various errors or
how they've been horribly
insulted by whatever we've
printed.
Again, fine.
And it never really bothered
me until I put two and two
together and figured out what is
going on behind our backs.
So this is me, fighting back.
I came to this school because
they let me in. That's what I tell
everyone, and, honesdy, it's the
flat truth. I get a lot of crap
from people at home about

coming here.
But I stand up for this school
because I believe in all it has to
offer its students - something that
bigger schools can't always say.
I fell in love with Longwood
because of several things. Firsdy,
the class sizes are similar to those
in high school. Secondly, no football team. Thirdly, it's beautiful. A
whole bunch more love came from
various activities and people I've
met. Most of all, I fell in love with
Longwood because of the enormous support from the faculty and
staff. I can't name a single professor on this campus that refuses to
go out of his/her way to ensure a
student's success, both inside and
outside of the classroom.
I wouldn't trade that for anything.
So when I played conspiracy
theory, I thought about the following, none of which takes an
English major to figure out.
I've heard various rumors concerning where our money goes.
Say, perhaps, almost one hundred
dollars per student toward going
Box 2901
Phone:434-395-2120 Division 1, and, say, less than a
Longwood University
Fax: 804-395-2237
Farmville, VA 23909
rotunda@longwood.edu
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/rotunda/
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Editor
meal at McDonald's for our
Residence Halls.
Now I'm not a math major, but
that's just not right.
Folks, in case you haven't
noticed, we're an academic school.
We are, however, quickly becoming a cookie-cutter sports school.
That scares me.
I don't know if anyone notices,
but our sports teams, as they
stand, are not very good, with the
exception of very few. Moving up
to Division 1 will not make them
any better.
I didn't fall in love with this
school to be one of numbers. I
didn't fall in love with this school
to see academics fall by the wayside. I didn't fall in love with this
school to lose the repertoirt with
professors because they no longer
have the time. I didn't fall in love
with this school to obtain friendships with people who only get
four hours of sleep a night
because they feel so pressured to
be more than what they really are.
Longwood has such a rich and
beautiful history. Look around.
Listen to Dr. Jordan's stories. Ask

alumni. Ask the professors that
have been here since our parents
were young. Read issues of The
Rotunda from 1920 (they're in the
library) We are Longwood's
daughters, mothers, sisters, and
grandmothers.
I fear that our foremothers
would be ashamed if they could
see us today.
We may not be the biggest
name. Farmville may not be on
the map. But we as a school and a
community do not need to throw
away our past for a future of
names and recognition.
We have everything we need.
In our community. In our students. In our faculty. In our
future. In our history. In our
hearts. In our spirits. In our powerful passions.
With greatest respect, and an
undying desire to maintain the
Chi in all of us, I sign myself,

Amy Whipple
Editor-in-Chief

Lazu RAs Make Life Difficult for Residents
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Tanner Keith
Opinion Editor

Earlier last semester, our RA told
my hall that we would be able to
close the fire doors on the first
floor of South Ruffner.
Closing the doors helps to keep
the heat, noise, and smells out and
the air-conditioning in.
Later that semester, we were
told that the doors were to be kept
open.
Why? Because they're fire
doors. How obvious. Or at least
you would think so, right?
The doors close when there is a
fire drill, or in the event of an actual fire, in order to stop the fire
from spreading.
An electric pulse disables the
magnet on the wall, and the doors
swing closed, efficiendy containing
the fire and keeping us all safe.
However, if the doors are
already closed when the alarm
goes off, nothing happens and
there is no damage to the door.
The doors have no lock, so they
can not trap residents in a fiery

building after they close, which
makes me think it really makes no
difference if the doors are open or
closed in any event.
When I presented these ideas to
my RA, I was not given an answer.
I decided to talk to the REC,
who said that there had been some
confusion over which doors could
be closed.
Along with the double fire
doors, there is a door with a large
window, which has remained open
since Ruffner was constructed.
(We were also told this door must
be left open).
On the second, third, and forth
the^same door with a window is
left closed.
Apparendy, the only thing a
door needs in order to be a "fire
door" is a magnet, which allows
the door to close in the case of a'
fire.
After discussing this illogical
decision, the REC informed me
that the door with the window
would not be close. This si when
I discovered the main reason for
leaving the fire doors open was

not actually because they were
fire doors.
The real reason the fire door
was being re-opened was because
it would block the view of RAs
making rounds.
The REC said it is much easier
for RAs to look down the halls
rather than actually walk all the
way through them.
I was glad to finally hear the
real reason to keep the double
doors open.
I also was glad to confirm we
could leave the single door
closed.
Since then, the door is mysteriously left open after being closed,
usually during the night.
I am growing tired of continually having to shut this door,
after we were given specific permission to keep it closed.
So my question is, why can the
RAs not simply walk down the
hall, or at least open the door
themselves?
It can't be that hard, and it
would make living on the hall a
lot more convenient.

Opinion
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props and drops
"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

the/"ActU/Uf iyyour outlet for batriM^KK^^^'M*ttce'a*^tfun^vthatyMck/. Thi*i*your
your chance-tXr do- iomethirty about iocietal evil*, irutead/ of juitwhinirty about them* Soipeak up arid/ act up. Became-, if you're- not mad/, you/'rv not paying attertfuyru E-mail
ActU/Ltt idea* to- rotu*ula@lcrnawoods.edu<

Citizen Leaderskip Is Not All Its Cracked Up to Be
Jenn Dize
Features Editor

When I look around each day,
I become more convinced that
our campus is plagued by apathy.
In classes, in the D-Hall, even
in my residence hall, very few
people seem to care about anything beyond the next snow day.
In one particular class, I am
troubled by the blatant sexist,
classist, and homophobic opinions expressed on a daily basis.
Moreover, I am troubled by
the fact that no one in the class
seems to be bothered by these
incredibly offensive remarks.
Comments such as "that's so
gay," or "guys have to do all the
work," or "girls always get better
grades than boys," and even "the
guy gets to decide the outcome
of a date... he has the power,"
go completely unchecked.
On the way to the D-Hall, I
see people spitting into the
brand new fountain.
What makes the situation
slightly more appalling is that
these people were wearing
clothes that identify them with a
specific organization on campus.
The administration can talk
about Citizen Leadership all it
wants; however, the bottom line
is that we are responsible for
our own actions. The ideal
shouldn't overshadow the reali-

I'd like to preface this rant by lettingyou
know a few of my activities on campus.
I am a justice on Longwood's Honor
Board, an RA, Features Editor of
The Rotunda, active in the Women's
Studies Program, and various other
organisations on campus.
I think I'm learning to dislike
Longwood's Citizen Leader culture.
In the past I've always been
ambivalent. The longer I'm here,
though, the more I really start to
think it's worthless.
There are good intentions,
sure, but when put into practice it
has failed miserably.
We have an entire class here at
Longwood that is based around
the idea of being Citizen I-eaders
and engaging in
Citizen
Leadership.
But has this added any value to
the
concept
of
Citizen
Leadership or is it merely a
requirement to graduate?
Do we even know what it
means to be a "Citizen Leader?"
Okay, so let's say we are going
to "create Citizen Leaders for the
common good."
Great. Now, what does that
mean?
Create-How? With what goal
and for whom?
Citizen Leaders-Citizens of ty
Every time someone menLongwood, Farmville, anyhwere?
tions Citizen Leadership, it is
Leaders-ln what sense?
The common good- There's a line assumed that the members of
in an.Alix Olson song that says the organization embody the
something like, "What's in ideals of that organization.
For instance, if I am in
America's best interest/is rarely in
Honor
Board or RA training, it
mine" and that fits here.
is
assumed
we are all honorable,
What is good?
honest,
and
completely upstandAnd for whom?
ing citizens.
And who decides any of this?
That isn't true.
Despite the lack of clarity, I
No one is perfect.
was willing to be my usual optiRAs drink with their residents
mistic self and assume they
and
are still told they are leaders
meant well.
with
a capital L.
Now, though, I'm not so sure.
Honor
Board members see
I'm beginning to realize that
people cheat and have to think
meaning well is not enough.
"Actions speak louder than twice about reporting it.
Even The Rotunda is not withwords," right?

out fault.
There have been questionable
ethical decisions made in the past.
I'm not saying we're all bars,
cheaters, or theives.
I'm just suggesting we should
have to earn respect, instead of
having it handed to us simply
because we have chosen to belong
to an organization.
According to proponents of
Citizen Leadership, students all
study, work hard, and eare about
their education.
In fact, for a large portion of
our student population, very few
of these assumptions are true.
We need to move away from the
organization defining the person
and toward the person defining
the person.
I am not who I am because I
belong to an organization, I exist
outside of my activites.
I think that gets lost at
Longwood. How often do we see
one person in charge of five different organizations, on President's
list, and struggling to keep his or
her head above water?
Perhaps it is time to re-think
how we find value.
Is our worth based on involvement, or something more?
And even beyond that, isn't
telling someone he or she is a
Citizen Leader a very exclusive
idea?
"Well, you do X, Y, and Z so you
are a leader."
"Oh, you don't do X, Y, or Z?
Too bad.. You might want to work
on that, eh?"
No wonder people think it's
hypocritical.
I'm not advocating a total loss
of motivation, or respect for
Longwood's values and tradtions.
But it's time that we took a look
at this motto and really considered
at least re-defining it.
Longwood needs to realize that
activities do not make a citizen
leader, and that it may want to reconsider how it presents itself tothe community.
That would, after all, be the
Citizen Leader thing to do.

+ To Jeopardy for the question, "What is bling-bling?"
+ To Anne Simboli's Kick-Ass Cookies.
+ To students standing up for their rights - we wish you
luck!
+ To excellent academic advisors like Susan Rood.
+ To reading fun dungs.
+ To professors who really do care.
Drops:
- To February, the worst month in the entire year.
- To die D-Hall, for lima beans hidden in the lasagna.
- John Kasey for blowing it for the Panthers.
- To Longwood University for denying students the right
to move off campus.
- Uneaten wantons.

Speak Out
Do uou tkink tke FCC snould nave stricter
regulations for wkat can be skown on network television?
People say they want
more strict regulations,
but they know they just
want something to talk
about.
-Jed Womack

I think that it should be
more censored than it
is now. because of the
children watching.
-Hannah Born

Yes, because our society
has quickly gone to hell.
-Justin uorsk

I think that it should be
less strict, so that one
day, I can go on TV and
say (explitive deleted).
-Anna Crawer

News
Alum to Speak at Simkins Lecture
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Kent Booty
I \ Public Rtlatiois
A Longwood University alumnus who is a
college professor, administrator, and
recendy published a book on race in
Southern literature will speak at
Longwood. His topic is: "To Hell and
Back: Race and Betrayal from Huck Finn
to the Brown Decision."
The program by Dr. Jeff Abernathy
on Monday, Feb. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in Wygal
Auditorium is both a Simkins Lecture and
part of Longwood's commemoration of
the 50th anniversary of the historic
Brown v. Board of Education decision.

SPIRIT cont'd p.l
"She always asks to go to the bookstore
so she can buy more Longwood stuff."
At home she also has four dachshunds
and two cockatiels.
She loves to fish.
Her favorite hobby is collecting lighthouse memorabilia. She collects anything
with a lighthouse, such as dishes, bedspreads, pillows, etc

Dr. Abernathy, vice president for academic affairs at West Virginia Wesleyan
College (WVWQ, is the author of "To
Hell and Back: Race and Betrayal in the
Southern Novel," which was published
last December by the University of
Georgia Press.
The effect of the 1954 Brown decision
by the U.S. Supreme Court, which outlawed segregation in public education, is
covered in the book's conclusion.
A reception and book-signing will follow the talk by Dr. Abernathy, who also is
dean of the college and professor of
English at WVWC
Dr. Abernathy, a Richmond native, is a
She even had a lighthouse Christmas
tree. One lighthouse figure that she
cherishes is her six-foot lighthouse statue that sits on her back porch, which
was purchased at the Heart of Virginia
Festival.
When asked what she enjoys the most
about Longwood, Mrs. Dunnavant says,
"It is the kids who enhance my
Longwood spirit. Just being able to be
their friend is something special"

SGA con't p. 1

tion.

In other SGA news, President Moody
announced on Tuesday that Brock
Commons will open on April 24th.
This is sure to be a huge event as the
whole campus has been anticipating it all
year.
Moody also announced that President
Cormier has chosen 12 student, delegates
to go to Richmond to discuss the need for
the Virginia Senate to allot the base adequacy funding for higher education,
which it is supposed to provide anyway.
Some final announcements that
deserve mention are: Senior class
President Monica Sober discussed the
selling of the Virginian, Longwood's yearbook, this week and asked every student
to be considerate and at least get your picture taken even if you are not purchasing
a yearbook.
The junior class is taking applications
for a President and a Vice President Stop
by the SGA office and pick up an applica-

The sophomore class is having a
fundraising auction; all proceeds will go
towards the class's senior gift.
The freshman class is having a carnation sale, which is taking place February
4th, 6th, and 8th in the dining hall for
Valentine's Day.
The last order of business this Tuesday
was the appointment of the two new senators.
The senate and the president selected
two able people from a pool of five qualified students.
Lisa Squicciarini and Kaitlin Church
are the SGA's newest senators.
Lisa is a Big Sibling, a former RA, and
she was the Vice President of Sigma
Kappa sorority last year.
Kaitlin is a current RA in Curry, a second year student, and wanted to become
more involved with her school.
We congratulate our new members on
our great start to the new term!

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, Amer3923135ica's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

1985 graduate of Longwood. He was editor of The Rotunda during his senior year.
A specialist in American literature and
American studies, he taught English at
Illinois College from 1992 until last June
when he became Associate Dean of
the college.
He has an M.A. from Virginia
Commonwealth University and a Ph.D.
from the University of Florida.
Over the years he has kept in close
touch with Dr. Martha Cook, professor of
English.

"I look forward to
coming
back
to
Longwood, where so
much change
has taken place recendy,"
he said recendy.
"The last time I was
there was the fall of 2000,
before the fire.
I'm glad to learn that
the recovery (from the
fire) is proceeding apace."
The Simkins Lecture
honors one of the university's most illustrious faculty members, the late Dr.
Francis Buder Simkins, a nationally recognized expert on the South who taught history at Longwood from 1928 until his
death in 1966.
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Lectures Committee and the
Department of English and Modern
Languages.
The Department of English and
Modern Languages will host a reception
honoring Dr. Abernathy immediately following the lecture. All are invited to
attend.

The creator of the Chocolate fantasy, the *X§y
'Lime Tart, the Tropical 'Dream Poundcake and the
^gese's *6ake invites you to Charleys Waterfront
eSafe, celebrating its tenth year in 'Farmville. 5top
by to try Anne's latest
desserts, changing daily!
Start a new tradition by
purchasing a graduation
cake to celebrate your big
day. All ^akes and
Q&U31 Wrung Private Parties desserts are made to order
Caltrmg

with a lot of love. Do
ANNE SIM80LI
P*Kiytt*4

(454) 392-1566
201 B Mill Street
Farmvitle. Virginia 23901

something special for your
'Valentine; make your dinner reservations today!

Calendar

February 6 - February 12, 2004

i^f

6

**%

Listen to 'The
Caffeine Diary"
1-3 p.m.
WMLU91.3 fm

v*

10 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom
<

S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.
Student Union
Spring Weekend

Meeting
9 p.m.
Nottoway Room
Comedy Commitee
8 p.m.
Nottoway Room

*>*

WMLU Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Hiner 2nd floor
Auditorium

Listen for 'The
Goldenf ish Show"
10-12 a.m.
WMLU91.3fm

Alain Nu
Mentalist

Y*-g

^

Junction
9 p.m.
Mulligan's

Southern Justice
9 p.m.
Mulligan's
■

V-8

Band - 2 Skinny Dorks
8 pm in Lancer Cafe

LCVA Opening
Exhibits
5-7 p.m.

P<&5

Want to join The
Rotunda staff?
9:15 p.m. in the
bottom of the
Student Union!
Listen to "Pimp
Juice"

11-12 a.m.

>^

11

vtf

•V

SexSignals

8 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Unity Alliance
8:00 p.m., Grainger
018

Come edit pages for
The Rotunda in your
copious free time!
Tune in to "Midnight in
the Garden of Good
and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Pick up a copy of The
Rotundd
4ft* mi TIRED or HEARING ANTI-GAY REMARKS?

DO YOU THINK PRESIDENT BUSH IS WRONG A90UT
PROTECTING MARRIAGE?

WMLU 91.3-fm

00 YOU WANT TO HUP

Are you looking for an apartment
for the spring semester?
For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free
ethemet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except
phone and cable included in rent.
Call 392-2252 for more information.

FIGHT INJUSTICE?

Unity
Alliance needs
your help!
Grainger 618

Thursdays

8 p.m.

Features
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Textbook Publishers Sbould Put People Before Profits
IMPS*
If there's one thing more emotionally painful than watching
someone maim a kitten, it's buying college textbooks.
Every semester, students shell
out hundreds of dollars - the
average ouday is J898 a year for
books, according to a new study
by the California Student Public
Interest Research Group.
Most of that money, of course,
goes to funding new advances in
the fields of statistics and calculus, which change with the
breathtaking speed of molasses
flowing uphill.
That's why selling back old
books nets you only pennies on
the dollar: the statistics theories
you just learned has already
become obsolete. Take that, kitten.
The CALPIRG study confirmed what every college student
knew intuitively: we're getting
what Richard Roundtree calls
"the Shaft."
Its first finding reads,
"Textbooks are Expensive and
Getting Even More Expensive."
Revelation!
Why are textbooks getting
more expensive? We've been
doing this printing thing for a few
years now. It seems like we'd have
most of the bugs worked out, and
the prices should reflect that.
CALPIRG's study places much
of the blame on big publishers
who bundle extra, seldom-used
CD-ROMs and other supplements with their books, driving
up the price without adding any
value.
Since most professors don't
use the supplements, paying for
them is like buying a sport utility
vehicle when all you need is a sta-

tion wagon.
Students have little choice, as
publishers continue to publish
"updated" editions every few
years.
The study also concluded that
most new editions, especially in
the fields of math and science,
contain little new information.
Many merely juggle problems
and illustrations to justify new
editions.
The publishers have what
every business wants — a captive
market.
They can hold a student's education hostage, because what
recourse do students have?
Boycott expensive classes?
Threaten to walk out if book
prices don't come down?
It's ironic that, while college
has become a virtual necessity to
success, it's become a heavier
financial burden.
Tuition and fees have increased
14.1 percent in the last year,
according to the College Board;
39 percent of college graduates
leave with unmanageable levels of
debt.
Book prices might seem like a
small worry compared to thousands of dollars in student loans,
but those dollars add up.
Sure, online book searches like
addall.com and the soon-to-come
SWAPitt can help ease the weight,
but that doesn't change the
dynamic of a system that heavily
favors publishers.
The situation isn't going to
change overnight. Back in August
2001, The Pitt News concluded
an editorial, "Every year, we all
complain about the' prices of
books. It's about time we did
something about it."
So far, it seems students have

only been able to find small loopholes in the system.
We may be able to get books
cheaper online or by buying them
used, but the price of new textbooks continues to climb.
The extra expense still hurts
those who have no choice but to
buy new books.
There's a need among textbook
publishers and the larger university system to rethink priorities.
Profits are indeed a just and
wonderful thing, but at a time
when most students work their
entire college careers in order to
graduate with a manageable level
of debt, maybe it's time to look to
slightly less tangible ideals —
emphasize the much-touted value
of a college education instead of
the cost.
What's required is a greater
awareness on the parts of both
publishers and professors - who,
after all, select the books you have
to buy - that their choices have
real impact upon students.
Remember, when it is your
turn, your decisions do affect others.
A professor who makes up his
own
calculus
problems
and
posts
them
online might save
his students a
hundred dollars.
A publisher
who
foregoes
that unnecessary
new
edition
might help even
more.
Better
yet,
imagine it's your
kid whose future
you're affecting.
Makes you think.

Hate what you've been reading?
Wish there were better pictures?
Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!
Meetings - Mondays at 9:15
Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union
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ALL THE

PRESIDENTS'
CHILDREN
DOUG

WEAI)

' i 'J
Paul* Nusbaum
Rellafbdtn Intern
One of the latest New York
Times bestsellers is Doug
Wead's
All the President's
Children: Triumph and Tragdy in
the Lives of America's First
Families.
This non-fiction work
recounts the lives of several
presidents and thier familes, for
instance:
the courageous
Roosevelts, the tragic Lincolns,
and the successful Bushes.
There are also many
accounts of rivalries and scandals among America's First
Children.
Wead centers on the idea
that there are "two things [that]
are unforgivable for the child of
a president - success and fail-

a. Ckarming Read
ure .
Ail the President's Children is a
quick read filled with amusing
anecdotes.
One famous incident featured a dinner hostess who said
to the reticent President Calvin
Coolidge, "You must talk to me,
Mr. Coolidge ... I made a bet
today that I can get more than
two words out of you."
Coolidge allegedly replied, "You
lose."
Another anecdote details the
legendary wit of Alice
Roosevelt Longworth, daughter
of the 26th President Theodore
Roosevelt.
On one occasion she
responded to Senator Joe
McCarthy, who had addressed
her by her first name, saying,
"You will not call me Alice.. .the
truckman, the trashman and the
policeman on the block may call
me Alice but you may not"
For those with an interest in
the presidency and their children All Our President's Children
is now available in hardcover
and paperback.

You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tuition
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

I-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com
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"What can I
get for you?
Ill have a
virgin screwdriver.
That would
be orange
»
juice, ma am.
Any other
secret code
you d like to
order in r
|H(

"Kathleen Madigan
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Do Your Part: Save Virginia Writing
Stephanie Riggsby
Staff Advisor
This is a plea, a simple plea, to
all students, those of you who
have been published and those
of you who still dream that it is
possible.
It has come to the attention
of this writer that Longwood's
own Virginia Writing may not be
published after the February 12
edition of this year.
This saddens me, because I
was published in the fall issue of
1994.
This was an important
moment in my life, one I would
never want to take away from
future writers.
Considered by many to be the
"finest literary contribution
education," Virginia Writing was
started by Billy Clark in 1986.
Since that time the magazine
has been published bi-annualy
until recendy, when it has
become all but apparent that
there will be no more funding to
make this work happen.
For the last year, HampdcnSydney has struggled to find the
funding to keep the literary

magazine going, but now things
are unsure.
"I don't know how we can hold
on much longer," said Clark in a
phone interview on Wednesday
night.
According to Clark, it would
take nothing short of a "miracle"
to breathe life back into such an
important tribute to the creativity
of high school students.
Accoding to Ken Woodley, editor of the Farmvilk Herald, "all it
would take is a modest annual contribution of $50 to J100 from each
Vriginia public school division and
private school."
This equates to a bake sale, a car
wash, or an auction of some kind
by all students in just English
classes around the Commonwealth
to make a way for their work to be
seen by so many others.
This is hardly an unreasonable
request, for "90 percent of
Virginia Writings content is original
work by high school students, ten
percent by teachers," states
Woodley.
Giving others the same opportunity we had is only fair.
I have to wonder how these
things happen. I rectified myself

with the situation of this state's
budget, including the loss of
financial aid and on-campus work
study.
I know that this school has had
to fire members of the staff in
order to operate, and just yesterday President Cormier sent a
notice asking the student body to
write proposals to the General
Assembly for consideration.
She writes "additional funding
for higher education is crucial in
keeping tuition increases low,
accepting additionalstudents, and
keeping our faculty from leaving
for institutions in other states."
Clark
spoke
fondly
of
President Cormier, describing her
as a "saint, a very dear lady."
Clark feelings of loss resonate
so much.
He says he doesn't know "how
we can hold on much longer."
Words like this are disturbing
and hurtful to a school known for
its academics and citizen leadership.
This school is tied to perhaps
the most wonderful tool that
opens not only the minds but the

————

A Crow Lett oi the
Murder Skould Be
LeltontkeSkelf

How Grammijs Single Out tke Best
U-Wirt
The Grammys is one of the
oldest award shows still running, consistendy receiving
more than 20 million viewers.
Despite its popularity, viewers rarely know the intricacies of
the selection process, a process
that reveals why certain artists
win, while others appear to be
snubbed.
The Grammy Awards are
given by the National Academy
of Recording Arts & Sciences,
Inc., also known as the
Recording Academy.
Since its conception in 1957,
the Recording Academy aims
for the promotion of the cultural conditions and overall
lifestyle of all the people associated with the creation of music.
What began as a TV special
called "The Best On Record"
has grown into today's Grammy
Awards ceremony, presented
live and featuring major recording artists from diverse genres.
The Grammys are peer-presented awards, valuing "artistic

achievement, technical proficiency and overall excellence in
the recording industry, without
regard to album sales or chart
position," in the words of the
Recording Academy.
The selection process begins
when artists, technical crew and
record
companies
submit
entries to contest for the
Grammy Awards.
These entries are scanned and
the eligible entries are placed in
specific categories.
These scanning sessions are
held by a diverse group of about
150 experts who divide music
into 28 different fields, with 105
categories within those fields.
The academy's voting members then select five finalists in
each category, who are nominated as the finalists for the
Grammy Awards.
To help ensure the quality of
the voting, members are directed to vote only within their
fields of expertise and return
their ballots to an independent
accounting firm that does the
ballot counting.

lists of the finalists are then
sent to voting members of the
Recording Academy with secondround ballots.
The votes are counted in secrecy by the same independent
accounting firm responsible for
the first set of ballots.
Finally, the results are delivered
in sealed envelopes to the
Grammy Awards show, where the
winners are revealed to the artists,
peers and public during the
awards presentation ceremony.
Though this selection procedure seems to be foolproof, some
argue that it may be influenced by
the membership of the panel of
the voting members.
But with the panel size of 150
experts, chances of bias are minimized, as the votes of all the 150
members, with each utilizing
experience, are considered.
The 46th Annual Grammy
Awards will be presented in Los
Angeles at the Staples Center on
Sunday, Feb. 8.
The show will be broadcast on.
the CBS Television Network
from 8-11:30 p.m.

creative flow of so many potential Longwood students.
It opened up mine.
Without this magazine, I
would have never considered
Longwood, and now, I can't see
my life without it.
This school cannot help the
loss of funding, but it can hurt
from the loss of such a wonderful place of expression.
I beg every student, faculty,
and staff member not to let this
happen.
If you know someone who
was published or may be published in Virginia Writing, let
them know what could very well
happen.
If you have a child in the public school system and you are
active in the PTA of the local
superintendent's office, tell them
what it would take to help keep
this magazine going
To quote Woodley from his
editorial February 4, "don't let
the creativity of our young people go hungry. Other appetites
are waiting to devour them."
I wholeheartedly agree.

U-Wirt
Pardon the pun, but A Crow Lift
of the Murder should be "left" on
the shelf.
There are some good songs
on Incubus' new album; but
overall, it feels like it's been done
before.
After a label dispute with
Sony, A Crow Ijeft of the Murder is
Incubus' first album on Epic.
In the spirit of change, it is
also the first with bass player Ben
Kenney, formerly of the Roots.
Despite the changes, Incubus
stays with the formula it adopted
on 1999's "Make Yourself," alternating heavy songs with slower
ballads, which led to the band's
explosion onto the scene and
produced the hit singles "Stellar,"
"Drive" and "Pardon Me."
There arc a few good harder
songs, such as the first single
"Megalomaniac"
An angry anti-Bush anthem,

"Priceless," is a heavier song
where the verses are delivered
in couplets by lead singer
Brandon Boyd, is by far the
best song on the album.
In the slow song category,
this album is lacking. "Here in
My Room" is a ballad, somewhat reminiscent of Placebo.
The slower songs are
unimaginative and add nothing significant
As Boyd says on "Beware!
Criminal," "I swear I've heard
this song before."
The few songs that stray
from the formula are mistakes.
"Southern Girl" is sung in a
half falsetto about a girl who
is "an exception to the rule" ~
whatever that means.
"Agoraphobia" also features Boyd screaming in a
falsetto, a sound the band
would be much better off
avoiding.
"Crow" is bound to be a
commercial success, but the
old formula is starting to wear
thin.
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'fottgue to Cheek

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Make sure you're on top of everything- especially
that crush in Physics class.

Te*.V*l Ao»*»-

"...first he said he wasn't gonna move until
the snow stopped.
Then not until the
Superbowl was over.
Now he's claiming to
have attained Nirvana.
Tersonally. 1 think he
just attained Dorftos."

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Love is indeed an elusive butterfly, kind of like your
friends.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Nice doggies don't bite- too bad you're dating a
Rottweiler.

by Ellie Woodruff

<% (£50

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Hey! Mom was right, your face did freeze like that!
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Fire and ice don't go well together and neither does
that top with those jeans.

Foot to Kouth

P

by Ellie Woodruff

tor we s***«9 \&
Hut> library^.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
When I said "take a long walk off a short pier," I
didn't., well, yeah, I did mean it.

and/ ke/v

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Love isn't as easy as it looks- but you are!
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Your roommate would gready appreciate it if you
showered this week.

bulldaq/.
&

Experiencing a rough time?
With every great loss comes great strength.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Still waters run deep, especially when they're over
your head.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)
Consider developing a talent- if you can find one.
Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)
That voice you've been hearing isn't your conscience.
The voices in my head told me so.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Just because you go to Longwood doesn't mean you have one.

Longwood University Counseling Center invites you to share your thoughts
with others who are having similar experiences.

Starts Tuesday, February 10, 2004. 4:30-5:30 p.m.
in Lancaster Suite 126
.ed by Dr. Maureen Walls and Master's Candidate Ashley
Dillard

IResidential lifeguard staff needed at a summer
camp located in Wakefield, VA. Employment runs
Memorial Day through late August. Current
Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR certifications required.
For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at
757-899-4901.
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Blue Heat Fires Up 2 Skinny Dorks and More Indie
Amie Worfey
Guest Writer
When I first arrived at
Longwood I hit the Lankford
Student Union on a prowl to find
a dance team. That mission
turned out unsuccessful.
The first thing I found was the
company, and then I finally
found out about our schools
team Blue Heat by reading
posters in the Dining Hall.
When I went to the interest
meeting there were at least twenty-five girls there wanting to
learn more, and a student coach,
Dyanna Giles, dishing out the
information.
Dyanna started the team in
Spring 2001 after being accepted
by SGA in Fall of 2001. She still
works hard making improvements on the team, organizing it
and preparing us for competition
and games.

This year Blue Heat received
it's first bid to a national competition with a pom routine they
performed in Richmond. We are
currently working on a funk routine to take to the competition
too. Recently I have come to
realize just how much work it is
going to take juggling the basketball team's half times and our
own work for the upcoming
competition.
Our last dance was a whole
new experience collaborating
with the cheerleaders in one big
performance and definitely
something we would like to do
again. Every girl on the team is
friendly and our two captains
Stacey and Christy do an awesome job of putting together
routines.
The girls on Blue
Heat are definitely dedicated and
are constandy driving to become
a better team as a whole and not
just individually.

Tke Darkness Ravishes
England, Next Stop tke US
^fcremy Cook
\uest Writer

They combine everything that
was great about AC/DC, G N R,
Def Leopard, and Bon Jovi, with
A band called 'The Darkness- influences from some many
has taken England by storm. other great rockers. Mix these
After several unsuccessful ingredients together and slap on
attempts to build an all-star a clothing style that Queen
band, four artists finally came would be shocked to see, and
you have one
together to prohelluva
duce a sound!
unique thing
and show of thej
a band that
likes that has not
been seen since?
loves their
music
and
theWs.
doesn't hate
Dan Hawkins
the world.
had great talent,
They don't
but he had been
unsuccessful finding a niche in have over-inflated egos, and
the rock world. He finally found believe it or not, they actually
the missing link when he discov- smile when they perform.
With several appearances in
ered his big brother's incredible
the United States already, if you
talent for showmanship.
Along with their friends, haven't heard of them then you
drummer Ed Graham and soon will. "The Darkness" is not
bassist Frankie Poullain, they a joke people, they are a breath
created "The Darkness." The of fresh air in the dingy, smokegroup has made it big in filled shithole that is the music
England, kicking every lame, industry today.
sappy, sad-I-want-to-kill-myselfLook past Justin Hawkins'
and-everyone-else-too
band tight, lycra jumpsuit and take a
with their volatile mixture of listen to this awesome group,
and they will rock your world.
70's and 80's style music.

A preview ior this weekend s LP even t
Patrick Sullivan
Staff Writer
Eric Penrod and Jake Blazer
are both extremely neurotic,
semi-compulsive, slightly underweight, deliberately truthful,
uncomfortably revealing, but still
put on a really good show!
Recognized by the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame as the number
one unsigned band, the 2 Skinny
Dorks have traveled across
America, performing at colleges
and on radio and television.
Hailing from musical city of

Cleveland, Ohio, the Dorks have
opened for Dave Matthews
Band, The Goo Goo Dolls, and
George Clinton. They have
recendy released their third CD
tided SREAD LOVE which has
received national acclaim and
strengthened the group's already
large faithful following. The
duo's music combines their
unique style with a high energy,
humorous song and lyrics that
draws in their audience starting
from the very first song. Penrod
states his favorite musicians are
Ani DiFranco, Phish, and Ben

Harper. Blazer on the other hand
prefers long walks on the beach
and, of course, roller-skating in
the nude. Both the Dorks have
received praise from the likes Tim
Reynolds of Dave Matthews
Band who says "These Guys are
the best band I have seen on the
tour" and Bob Dickey of
Universal Records calls them
"Refreshing and new... the CD is
awesome. It's going straight to
the top." You can see the Two
Skinny Dorks for free this
Saturday at 8:00 pm in the Lancer
Cafe.

Farmville Spotligkt: Tke Railroad Tracks
Janet Jones
Sltf Writer
One lovely afternoon I walked
to my favorite place in
Farmville to enjoy the sunset
I had been anticipating this all
day and knew that I would witness a wonderful end
to the day. I walked
past the creepy furniture warehouses, the
Appomattox River,
over the bridge, and
turned right onto
River Road.
I
climbed up the
rugged rocks on the
side of the road and
pulled myself up the
hill onto the railroad
tracks.
1 had arrived in
plenty of time to
walk over the river
and wait for the sun
to lower itself into
the earth.
Suddenly, out of
nowhere, a vast,
wretched rain cloud
hastily overtook the
sky.
Ten mere minutes
until sunset It was
the worst possible
thing that could have
happened. I was infuriated
with the current weather conditions. There I was alone, on
the railroad tracks and without
the sun.
Now that I think about it

worst things could have happened, like a train coming to dismember me. Overall, it was not'
a horrible day as I was able to do
some rock climbing and look at
the beautiful scenery around me.
Many times when visiting this

place I have encountered deer,
dogs, and other pleasant animals.
There is never anyone around
because that part of Farmville is
desolate and it is probably illegal
to climb onto railroads.

However the view from the
railroad tracks is worth a trespassing charge. It is the most
beautiful place I have encountered thus far in this town. •
I know many people are not
as adventurous as I am and do
not particularly enjoy
embracing
nature;
however, this should
not stop you from
unearthing the serenity that you will find.
I also know that
words are seemingly
useless since they can
never
completely
express what you are
really trying to say.
There is an impossibility that I cannot
write, because I just
cannot
There is no certainty in the adjectives I
have used to describe
this location and I am
sure there are better
ones somewhere that
I could have used.
So I challenge you
to challenge me in
finding finer words to
express the beauty of
this terra firma. The
only way to do this is
by trudging through the empty
beer cans and lost papers in
your restricted room and traversing down the road, while
following the above directions.
Carpe diem.
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Whu Aren't You Wearing Any Clothes?
BobbiThibo
Asst. Editor
Despite freezing rain, falling
ice, and obscene wind chill factors, some people still insist on
dressing like they've already left
for spring break. Looking
around campus the past few
days, it is not unlikely that you
will spot someone walking
around in shorts, t-shirts, and
sandals. And people wonder
why the get sick. So what is the

attraction to wearing summer
clothes in the dead of winter?
"I'm too lazy to put on socks
and tie shoes, so I just slip on
some sandals." said Patrick
Sullivan. Some students wear
clothes to make a statement.
"I like the look of spring fashions. If you like something, why
not wear it all the rime, despite
what the "fashion police" say you
should be wearing that month."
Sophomore Samantha Soukup

stated. "Plus, it's more convenient. If you're just laying around
the dorm or going to the gym
or any sports activity, you don't
want to be wearing sweaters
and big chunky shoes." Soukup
added.
While at a first glance it may
seem an unintelligent decision
to not "bundle up," some students on campus obviously feel
winter clothes aren't a neccessitv.

S3SJII

NOTE-TAKERS
AT LONGWOOD
Looking for a quick way to make a buck
on campus???

BE A NOTE-TAKER!!!
The ASC is looking for student volunteers who are willing to
share their notes with classmates who have disabilities that affect
their capacity to take notes.
The process...it's easy! Take notes as you normally would during
class, photocopy them for FREE, and place them in the appropriate student's box here at the ASC. It's that
simple!
For more information, or to be a volunteer, please call the
Academic Support Center at (434) 395-2393 or E-mail Holly at
hrcampbe@longwood.edu
** University Policy Requires a minimum
3.0 GPA for eligibility "
Residential lifeguard staff needed at a summer camp
located in Wakefield, Va.
Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.
Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR
certifications required.
For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at
757-899-4901.

Tkeron Transforms into a Monster
U-Win
A chilling and sometimes disturbing movie,
"Monster" turns the stomach. Still, it is a
captivating portrayal of a haunting, true
story.
Aileen Wuornos (Charlize Theron) is a
highway prostitute ready to take her own
life; she has lived a miserable life of abuse
as a child that ultimately led to her hooking
and more abuse. "Monster" follows Aileen
as she meets a young woman named Selby
(Christina Ricci), and a relationship forms
between the two women.
Aileen talks Selby into staying with her in
Florida instead of going back to live with
her parents, who shunned Selby for being a
lesbian. In order to make money for the
two to live together, Aileen hooks. But after
being raped and almost killed by one man - whom she kills in self defense - she takes
on a mentality that all "Johns" are going to
rape her. She continues to kill unsuspecting
men, hiding their bodies and taking their
money.
^
Aileen Wuornos killed seven men and
was eventually caught and executed in a
Florida State Prison on Oct. 9, 2003.
Directed by Patty Jenkins, who had previously directed only two short films, "Just
Drive" and "Velocity Rules" in 2001,
"Monster" is an incredible story of a
woman who was very troubled.
Jenkins tells the story of Wuornos' savage killings through the eyes of this desperate woman, who had been a victim very
early in life. Wuornos was yearning for life - which she hadn't had much of - as well as
love, which she found in her new, young
friend Selby. Wuornos is shown losing all
hope in men; they only want her for a quick
job. No love is involved with the men she
has encountered.
Charlize Theron is phenomenal in the
role of Aileen Wuornos. She completely
transformed her appearance for this film,
putting on 30 pounds for the role while

having her hair done in a dirty mess. With
makeup, she resembles the real Wuornos
to an almost mirror image.
Theron not only had the look, but she
played a hurt and troubled Wuornos, angry
at the world and humankind. It's hard to
tell that it is even Theron playing the role;
it's so convincing, it's scary.
Christina Ricci also did a wonderful job
as the young and confused lesbian lover of
Wuornos. Her character was naive and
impressionable, and Ricci helped make it
believable.
At one point, Ricci's character was terrified when she found out about the murders. But when they needed money and a
car, she demanded that Wuornos go back
out into the night. Ricci displayed control
of her character while going through emotional changes.
Another important element in this film
was the soundtrack. Set in the '80s, the
music played an important role in supporting each scene. The strongest point to this
is in a scene where Aileen and Selby are
skating together at a roller rink, when a
couples' skate is announced and Journey's
"Don't Stop Believin'" is played. Aileen
turns to Selby and says, "Oh, man, I love
this song," as they start skating together.
This leads them to becoming more attracted to each other, making for a very intimate scene.
This movie isn't for the squeamish or
faint of heart. It is a violent and intimate
story, about a troubled woman who took
her pain and turned it on unsuspecting
men. The subject matter is racy and startling, with a lesbian love scene and several
brutal murder scenes. With compelling and
phenomenal performances by Theron and
Ricci, and a well-written script, "Monster"
will leave you starded and unsettled. You'll
exit the theater satisfied with this impressive film.
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CD Review: Ben Folds Not So Rockin Anymore
U-Wirt
Ben Folds, founder of the threemember group Ben Folds Five, let
his has managed allowed his solo
career to take a step backwards
with his two newly-released EPs.
Folds, a solo artist since his
band broke up in 2000,
announced to fans in August that
he would be releasing three short
collections in the coming months
as a precursor to his next fulllength album, due out some time
in 2004.
However, three EPs have
become two as Folds scrapped his
plans to release the final one, leaving listeners with the hit-andmisses of "Speed Graphic" and
"Sunny 16."
Once upon a time, Ben Folds
could do no wrong. The breakup
of Ben Folds Five was an amiable
one, and "Rockin' the Suburbs,"

Folds' first solo endeavor, can Love" and the Cure's "In Between
be found in the CD collections Days") to a 13-year-old Folds origof coundess college rock fans. inal ("Dog" included on Ben Folds
Yet Folds' era of making witty, Five's first demo in 1990) to a song
well-masked social commen- that was mosdy written the day it
taries, and endearing stories of was recorded in the studio ("All
characters such as Fred Jones, You Can Eat").
Hiro, Zak, and Sara came to a
"Speed Graphic," the first of the
provisional halt with the two EPs, begins with a catchy redo
September release of "Sunny of the Cure's "In Between Days."
16" and the later release of The upbeat tempo and strong bass
"Speed Graphic."
(simulated by Folds on keyboard)
At first the idea of a Ben are reminiscent of many of the
Folds EP sounded endearing. faster tracks on "Rockin' the
This artist, who proved time and Suburbs." The second track, "Give
again that he was a unique voice Judy My Notice," is bearable
in a sea of recycled chord pro- because it avoids the pedestrian
gressions, was offering a little lyrics that populate the remainder
something to tide fans over of "Speed Graphic" and most of
before releasing his next studio "Sunny 16." Some lines, such as
album.
"It's way too hard/Being loved by
The content of these mini- default," even manage to be
albums ranges from covers fThe poignant.
Divine Comedy's "Songs of
However, the aforementioned
"Dog" ruins the pace of
the EP. Its frenetic piano
lines and painful lyrics are
those of a tyro who has not
yet learned the importance
of creating songs that will
keep listeners from tearing
off their headphones. The
final track, "Wandering",
could not be more apdy
tided as a summary to the
Ben Folds EP experience

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures - 252-255-6328

thus far. While some of the songs
are likeable, they do not add anything to the cache of quirky and
musically unique songs Folds has
accumulated throughout his
career, one of them even manages to be downright intolerable.
"Sunny 16," the second EP,
starts with the cheeky original
"There's Always Someone Cooler
Than You." Its lyrics are trite
("Make me feel tiny if it makes
you feel tall" and "Life is wonderful/Life is beautiful"), and a
perusal of the next three songs
leaves the listener with a similar
disappointment in Folds' uncreative, obvious lyrics and presentation.
Aside from a triumphant ending in "You've Got to Learn to
Live With What You Are," the
piano arrangements, which are
usually Folds' forte, are unmemorable here and certainly do not
contain the emotional drive of
classics
like
"Brick"
and
"Philosophy." In fact, rather than
standing on its own, the piano is
surprisingly relegated to an
accompanying position, peeking
through only for the occasional
bridge and solo ending.
It is undoubtedly a bad sign
that the strongest tracks on the
EPs are both covers. The first.

track one on "Speed Graphic,"
provides a hopeful beginning to
the EP experience. But it is
"Sunny 16"'s closer, The Divine
Comedy's "Songs of Love", that
assures the listener the energetic
pianist has not lost his touch.
This song is a gem and nearly
redeems the entire affair. The
musical
arrangement,
with
sweeping violins, echoing vocal
tracks, and a lulling piano, creates
the perfect mood for the song's
three-quarter waltz time.
Just as the listener begins to
lose faith in the piano rocker, he
comes through with an instnimentally driven cover. Keeping
with his tradition of offbeat but
delightful covers, (e.g "She Don't
Use Jelly"), Folds astutely picks
another winner.
With some cringe-worthy
lyrics, a pair of well-chosen and
well-executed covers, and a handful of forgettable tunes, the EPs
are at best a shadow of what
Folds is capable. Ben Folds
admits that the EPs were done
quickly. One can only hope that
with more time the singer/songwriter will be able to dodge his
current proclivity for banal lyrics
and disposable riffs and repeat
the success of his first solo
endeavor.

Warmer weather \s around the corner...
What do you do for Spring Fever?
Z
Jj

The Bucking B Ranch and KC Hearn,
Hosts of the Longwood University Equestrian Club and Team

€

Offers:
Group trail rides (1 to 4 hours). Graves Mountain day-long trail rides (ride to breakfast or
lunch!), "Cowboy College" Days (Cowgirls welcome)), as well as a variety of lesson programs.
(Discounts available for early registration and payment.)

For more information or to book your event, please contact:
KCHearn

Come see Virginia's
hottest singer-songwriter,
Libby Wiebel.
Libby will be on WMLU
from 1-3, followed by a
performance at 8 in the
Java Hut in the Hams.

faculty. Students...

(434 M7 mi

>

"

...Family <* Friends

ney2kc&yahoo.com

Has your schoolwork gotten out of hand?
If so, the Academic Support Center can help!!
We offer tutoring in most
subjects, including free group
tutoring for math and language
courses.
Please call 395-2393 for details!!!
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Join us on February 7th
11am to 8 pm for our

Customer
Appreciation Day
3 Months Unlimited for $100
Includes Zoe Girl Purse Packette

4Months Unlimited for $125
Includes Bottle of Zoe Girl

Enjoy our New Leg Tanner
Free from 11am-8 pm
Maximum 5 Minute Exposure Time

. .

Check out our other specials and
Register for door prizes and Grand Prize of 6 Months Unlimited

Trust your Tan to our Smart Tan Trained and Certified Tanning Consultants
Located in the Southgate Shopping Center - 392-9676
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Women s Basketball
Suffers Week s Onlvj Loss

ATTENTION!!

Season continues with an 11-8 record
Pat Sullivan
Staff Writer
Longwood University dropped its only
game played last week, falling 74-67 at the
University of the District of Columbia
Jan. 31 in the nation's capital.
The Lancers are now 11-8 on the season and are scheduled to return to action
Monday, Feb. 2, as they host the
Apprentice School for the first time in the
program's history.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. in Lancer Hall.
At UDC, Longwood controlled the
opening minutes of the contest, jumping
out to a 7-2 lead, sparked by a threepointer
from
senior
Ebony
Smith/Palmyra (Fluvanna Co.), followed
by back-to-back field goals from junior
Marita
Meldere/Rujiena,
Latvia
(Lynchburg Christian).
The two teams then stayed evenly
matched throughput the rest of the half
before the Firebirds held the Lancers
scoreless over the final 3:52, scoring eight
unanswered points to close-out the stan-

za with a 31-22 lead.
The Firebirds opened the second
half right where they left off and
extended their advantage by as many as
18,
until
sophomore
Ashley
Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess Anne)
scored 11 of her team-high and season-best 23 points to rally the Lancers
to within nine points.
UDC quickly answered and once
again expanded its advantage to 18
with 5:38 left in the game.
Ixtngwood once more lowered the
deficit to nine points at the 3:16 mark,
as Mason hit the back end of a pair of
free throws.
The Firebirds retaliated for a third
time, extending their advantage to 15
points (72-57) before Mason propelled
the final Longwood run, hitting her
lone three-pointer of the game with
1:41 remaining.

Don't Neglect Your
Homework & Don't
Neglet Your Car.
Haley Automotive
• Shuttle Service Available
• Drop off and Pick Up Service
• Rental Cars only $28.95*

See WOMEN pg. 14

Mulligan's Sports Grille
Op«a 1130 a.m. 7 days a wttk (115-8787)
LOcatcd in the Historic Weyenoke Hotel!

Live €nt€rtalnm€nt Frl. and Sat, nights
Mug Day every Monday!
Steak Night Every Tuesday from 5-7 pm for a $1.50 !
Free lac os Every Thursday from 5-7 pm!
- Free delivery on and around campus
until 12 a.m.
- Karaoke Night: Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night
- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

HOOTENANNY - COMING SOON.
TEN BANDS FOK TEN BUCKS!
MAKCH 28. 2004

*W?F C0m FRIDAY OR SATURDAY MIGHT
with this coupon

• Free State Inspection
• 14.95 Oil Change',**
• Credit Cards Taken Over Phone
• Courtesy Wash and Vacuum
• 27 Point Free Inspection
• College Grad Purchse Program

Haley of Farmville
Ford, Dodge, Chrysler, Jeep
Chevy, Buick, Olds, Toyota & Used Cars

392-8166-392-3164
Haley has it...for less!
•Must Bo 21 Or Older
"Up To 8 Oil Of Oil, All Vahfctoe May Not Quaify
For Exampto Diatal and Synthetics

■BJ
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Men s Basketball
Continues Streak

Lingerie Bowl?
Halftime entertainment

Sports Information

surpases actual game
Pat Sullivan
Staff Writer

Did you see that pass? How
about the hit? Wow, check out
that boob!
Who needs the Lingerie Bowl
when you have MTVs Super
Bowl halftime show!?
Stripping, grinding, and good
ol' fashion crouch grapping!
Of course, without these
nuances, the only things anyone
would remember about the show
were the five-years out-of-date
songs and Kid Rock's American
flag poncho.
During the break between the
heated battle amid Carolina and
New England, a world-wide audience was treated to a star-filled
concert featuring Nelly, P. Diddy,
Kid Rock, and of. course, Janet
Jackson and Justin Timberlake.
The finale of the show consisted of Janet's classic hit Rhythm
Nation that led into Timberlake's
Dance With Me.
At the end of the song
Timberlake held true to the lyric,
"I'm gonna have you naked by
the end of this song" by reaching
over and tearing off the right
breast covering of Jackson's costume.

Women cont'd p. 13
Smith also hit a field goal
from three-point territory,
while Mason and senior Erica
Marcum/Charleston,
W.Va.
(George Washington) each hit a
field goal of their own over the
final minute.
Yet, UDC fought off the late
Lancer attempt and secured the
home win.
Mason added five rebounds
and an assist to her 23-point
double-digit night on 9-for-ll
shooting, while netting 4-of-7
attempts at the foul line.
Meldere posted her 10th
double-double of the season
with 23 points and 16 boards,
hitting 7-fbr-l 3 from the floor
and 7-for-8 at the foul line.

Timberlake
would
later
refer to the
incident as a
costume malfunction.
Since the
incident, all
parties
involved,
including
CBS, MTV,
and the NFL, have repeatedly
apologized.
Despite the apologies many
are still skeptical about whether
the stunt was intentional or not.
A few are even speculating
over Timberlake friendship with
MTVs "Punk'd" host Ashton
Kutcher and if this could be the
show's biggest punk to date.
Many people cite the
Madonna and Britney Spears
make-out session as MTVs willingness broadcast risky images.
CBS has also vowed to never
let MTV produce another halftime show.
The station will also feature a
video delay system during the
Grammy's.
The FCC is currendy in the
process of beginning an investi-

Smith finished the contest
with seven points, including
two three-pointers. Longwood
shot 43.6 percent (24-55) from
the field, including 50.0 percent
(5-10) from beyond the arc and
netting 14-of-20 attempts
(70%) at the line.
Ti-Nishia Townsend led the
host school with her game-high
28 points, while Keir Blake and
Jaime Brown posted 12 and 10
points, respectively.
The Firebirds shot 45.5 percent (30-66) from the floor,
including 72.7 percent (8-11)
from three-point land and 66.7
percent (6-9) at the line.
Statistical Update
Through 19 games, Meldere
continues to rank (4th) among
Division H's top-rebounders,
pulling down 12.1 boards a

gation over what many 12-year
male Super-Bowl viewers are calling "the greatest half-time show
ever."
One piece of nudity CBS didn't
show was streakier who made it
out onto the field dressed as a referee before the second half kickoff.
The streaker ran out to the kicker's tee before ripping off the referee uniform.
He continued to bare it all for
nearly half a minute before being
tackled by Patriots' linebacker Matt
Chatman.
He was apprehended and there
is currently no information about
charges being filed.
The main issue being raised by
this is not the streaker, but security's inability to prevent the occurrence.
game.
She also nets a team-best 16.9
points a contest, while registering a
team-high 31.2 minutes, 2.3 steals,
and 0.8 blocks each time out
She is shooting 43 percent (123284) from the field and 71 percent
(75-105) at the line.
She has led the Lancers in scoring 13 times, and in rebounding 15
times, 10 of those being doubledoubles.
■
She has also posted nine 20point games and has 12 doublefigure rebounding games this season.
Amber Mason follows with her
season averages of 8.4 points and
4.6 rebounds, shooting 38.5 percent (50-130) from the field and
73.4 percent (47-64) at the line.
Smith is contributing 7.0 points
and 5.9 rebounds per contest,

Longwood University returned to
action last week after a 12-day
break and lost two games, falling
67-62 to the University of the
District of Columbia.
The Lancers are now 3-16 this
season and will host the
Apprentice School Feb. 3 at 7
p.m. in Lancer Hall.
Longwood will complete the
final eight games of the season
with a 12-player roster that
includes nine freshmen and only
five scholarship players.
The Lancers had taken only
their second lead, 62-60, with
1:33 remaining on a leaner in the
lane from senior Nathan
Fortener.
.The Lancers caught UDC at
50-50 with 10:05 left on another
three-pointer from Pistoljevic.
Three consecutive baskets
from Wright made it 56-50 (8:00)
before Longwood again fought
back to tie the game at 58-58 with
4:14 to play on a basket by freshman
Michael
Jefferson/Chesterfield
(Meadowbrook).
Sumter led Longwood with 17
points, adding five rebounds and
three steals, while Fortener and
Jefferson each had 14 points.
Pistoljevic contributed 11 points
for the Lancers. Longwood shot
while shooting 33.6 percent (49146) from the floor, while Dunn
gets 6.8 points on 40.9 percent
(52-127) shooting and grabs 5.1
boards a game.
Marcum is adding 6.0 points
and 1.8 assists, while sophomore
Jessica
Wilkerson/Roanoke
(Northside) averages 5.9 points
and a team-best 2.7 assists per
game, while shooting 29 percent
(31-106) from the floor and 67
percent (32-48) at the line foul
line.
Others include Ashley Mason
(9.8 points, 4.5 rebounds, teambest 59.5% (44-74) FG; team-best
53.3% (8-15) 3-FG; 64.7% (22-34)
FT, 12 games); freshman Ashleigh
Hollman/Centreville, Va. (4.9
points, 1.6 assists, 30.1% FG,
34.5% 3FG (19-55), 75% FT, 16

46% (26-57) from the field,
including 32% (6-19) on threepointers, and 57% (4-7) at the
free throw line.
At Saint Paul's (2-16),
Longwood led early, scoring the
game's first nine points to lead 90 at 16:49.
The
Tigers,
however,
answered with 12-straight points
to lead 12-9 at 12:39.
The hosts remained in front,
extending the lead to 24-16 with
6:52 left before halftime.
The Lancers answered this
time with a 14-4 run to lead 3028 at 3:47 - getting six points
from Jefferson.
The 30-4 run over the two
halves prompted Lancer head
coach Mike Gillian to empty his
bench at that time.
The Tigers took their largest
lead at 65-40 with 10:55 remaining before the Longwood
reserves battled gamely down
the stretch to narrow the final
margin to 14 points.
Freshman Wes Hager/Las
Vegas, Nev. (Coronada) sparked
the rally with a career-high 10
points off the bench - all in the
second half.
Jefferson finished with 12
points, as did Fortener, to lead
the Lancers as Fortener added
eight rebounds to his 12 points.

games); freshmen Abbey
Freese/West Liberty, Ohio
(West liberty Salem) (3.5
points, 1.7 assists, 30.9% FG,
66.7% FT) and Rebecca
Charles/South
Charleston,
W.Va. (South Charleston) (2.1
points, 2.5 rebounds, 34.0%
FG, 38.1% FT).
The Lancers average 66.2
points while shooting 38.1 percent (455-1194) from the field,
including 28.-1 percent (78-278)
on three-pointers, and 67.3
percent (269-400) at the line.
Following the Apprentice
School game, Longwood will
travel to North Carolina to face
Lenoir-Rhyne College Feb. 4 at
6 pm. before playing at Saint
Paul's College in Lawrenceville
Feb. 10.

Ofim^ou^e
You. ThatTswho!

When \

Fri4ay, Feferaaty #h from 83m fi 8pm.
Our clubhouse will be open all 4ay.

Where? Sunchase Clubhouse
WhV I

Take a tour- of the mocjel apartment, hang out inthe clubhouse
an4 play a game of pool, enjoy free foo4 from MACADOTs in
the bistro, 4rop your entry into our- prize box for- a new TV, an4
sign your- lease for- 2004-2005 an4 take a4vantage of oar
awesome leasing specials. Bring your- frien4s!

K/e will {tick (fwc ufi/ put e«U 392-7440/
r\
,-T'~\
*^^'

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard
Far-mville, VA 23901
434-392-7440

<t
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Afrfdy online at warn. Mtd^-ltmmceL. com. %> oitU^itiaK 4«d tve '11 mivc <pm ajtyiUcatom fat
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at Stanley Park'a

BIG GAME BASH!
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GREEK NIGHT
February 3 * 7 P.M.

lien's Basketball - Long wood vs. Apprentice School

We're right around the corner!
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n! Location! Locatio
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TOWNHOMES
• 4 Bedroom Townhomes
• 2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
• Fully Furnished phis washer & dryer
• Patio/porch, Farmvillc Area But pickup
• Ethernet connection in each bedroom

• Cable TV. connection in each bedroom and den

• New Pavilion with Picnic Tables,
Grills, Horseshoes
• Volleyball & Basketball Courts, Lighted

Exceptional Living Within
Walking Distance to Longwood
12 Month, 10 Month & 6 Month Leases
For info, contact Lorrie Watson, Property Mgr.
434-390-7075 • 434-392-6197 • caiiiKm@moonstar.com

Exercise Facility - Weights, Treadmills, Bikes, 4 Way Stations, Elliptical Machines!
Game Room- Pool Table, Foosball, Air Hockey! Study Cubicles!
• .
Great Room* 24 Hour Vending & ATM • Business Center with Pax, Copier ^/

